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*******************************************************************************************          

FIRST MEETING Monday 7 January 
FT8 with Alan Messenger G0TLK 
                                                            

SECOND MEETING Monday 21 January
Fix-it, Skills and Advice Night

SRCC Committee 2018/19 
Chairman & Club Meetings G3ZPB  Peter Burton 01737 551413
Vice Chairman M0LEP Rick Hewett 01689 851472
Hon.Secretary & Newsletter Editor G8IYS  John Simkins 020 8657 0454
Treasurer & Membership Records G4FFY Ray Howells 01732 357474
Resources, Fund Raising and Liaison G4DDY Maurice Fagg 020 8669 1480
Contest Co-ordinator G3WRR Quin Collier 020 8653 6948
Committee Member and Events G6JXA  Kim Brown 07812 735507  

735507Publicity G3MCX John Kennedy 020 8688 3322

Webmaster (Co-opted) G4FYF Steve Jones 01424 584143

Editorial Intro.
Dear Members & Friends.  Hello and welcome to the 917th edition, the January 2019 Issue, of
the SRCC Newsletter.  On behalf of the SRCC Committee, I wish all readers a very Happy 
New Year. You will note a small modification of the newsletter banner, which now places all 
the relevant Club email addresses in a prominent place. Also, most of the nets in which 
members are known to participate are now listed towards the end of the newsletter - grouped 
with meetings of SRCC and other local clubs. If any reader would like an addition in any area, 
then please let me know.

This year, an early Christmas present came as as bit of a disappointment. I awoke late-ish one 
morning - a not wholly uncommon happening. However, this particular morning. without 
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bothering to open the window blinds, I flipped on the mains switch to my rig, pressed the 
actuate button on the auto ATU and waited for sounds of 80m to burst forth from the 
loudspeaker. Result: remarkably little and a minimal deflection of the S-Meter. The chatter from 
the ATU seemed to carrry on much longer than usual, too. External examination (in the rain, of 
course) revealed that much of my Inverted-L antenna was now dependent on a few low twigs for
its suspension, rather than the usual 10 metre long fibreglass perch-pole and most was lying on 
the lawn. The pulley which sits at the corner of the “L” had come away from the top of the mast. 
I am sure that all sounds like a simple task to rectify. In reality – much less so!  The base of the 
pole is luggage-strapped to a substantial concrete fence-pole and is surrounded by tall, spindly 
trees and lacerating briars - great for hiding bits of wire in, but guaranteed to snag and injure at 
every movement. Would you believe a whole day was needed for my junior op and I to make six
attempts to lower and re-erect? Why is it that tree-loppers are always 2 metres shorter than 
needed and that extra-special pair of protective gloves is nowhere to be found? Of course, by 
the time the job was complete, I had remembered that the pole comprises 10 telescoping 
sections – each firmly gaffer-taped to its  preceding section. Why I tried to do it as a single 10 
metre length is quite beyond me. Still it is done now. It is invevitable that I shall have to repeat 
the exercise in a couple of years. I just hope that I shall remember the easy way to do the job.

It was at this point, on the eve of the new year, that my cough and eye-running affliction became
intolerable and any further further preparation of the Newsletter became futile. After a brain and 
lung reboot ten days later, I am now able to re-start. I really wanted to attend the talk on FT8 by 
Alan G0TLK, but it was not to be. 73 and 88 to all readers, who wished me well in response to 
my special flag about the January First Meeting.   

NEXT MEETINGS
 

First Meeting: Monday 07 January 2019

FT8 with Alan G0TLK

Second Meeting: Monday 21 January 2019

Fix-it, Skills and Advice Night - led by John G8MNY

PREVIOUS  MEETINGS

First Meeting: Monday 3 December. Annual Construction Contest: Report by Quin 
G3WRR.

The annual SRCC Construction Contest took place on 3rd December 2018. Nineteen members 
and visitors were present. Each exhibitor was given the opportunity to provide a brief summary 
of the item(s) presented, as follows:

Item 1 – G8MNY – refurbished linear amplifier.  John provided details of his refurbishment of 
a Drake L4B linear amplifier obtained second hand via CATS. A number of changes had been 
made:

Replacement of Zener diode based bias circuit

Installation of capacitor to “tune” the external power supply –designed for use with 110/220V 
60Hz USA mains – for optimum use on UK mains
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Provision of varistor “soft start” for PA valve heaters

Replacement of defective catching diode across linear antenna changeover relay.  (This had 
caused the PTT relay in John’s IC735 to weld).

The linear now provides full UK licence power (and more – but into a dummy load of course…) 
without a whimper.

Item 2 – G4XAT – selection of 3D printed objects. Gareth displayed a selection of items 
produced on his 3D printer. Some were to his own design, some designed by others and 
downloaded from the internet. The items displayed included:

Helical antennas for 5.8GHz (left and right handed circular polarisation) plus winding jigs

Bi-quad and flat plate reflector antennas for 24cm

Yagis (stand and tripod mounted) for 13cm.

Gareth advised potential purchasers against cheap 3D printers which can be disappointing: his 
had cost around £700 but is excellent. He also commented that “if you can imagine and draw it, 
you can usually build it”. 
       
Item 3 – G4XAT – fishing pole vertical.   Gareth is a fan of “fishing pole antennas” on the 
grounds of portability and ease of erection. While browsing on www.thingiverse.com  (a useful 
source of designs for 3D printable items, which he commends), he came across a design for a 
coil former for tuning / impedance matching a vertical for 7/10/14MHz. Having 3D printed the 
coil former and wound the coil (using junk box items as terminations) he designed and printed 
suitable mounting brackets as well as (possibly original) guy ring supports compatible with the 
diameters of his two available (10m & 7m) poles. These were made of PETG (polyethylene 
terephthalate) rather than the more usual PLA (polylactic acid) 3D printing material as it is better
suited to flexing and cold and more resistant to UV. And it is available in bright orange to make 
bits easier to find in the grass!

Item 4 – G4XAT – Portsdown digital ATV transmitter. The “Portsdown” digital ATV transmitter
displayed and demonstrated by Gareth was designed as part of a BATC (British Amateur TV 
Club) project and offers a wide range of features, including:

Driven by Raspberry Pi controller

Software upgradable via RJ45 or Wi-Fi interface

Touch screen user interface

Use of internal camera / microphone or external video / audio sources

Four band (4m, 2m, 70cm, 23cm) capability

Linear power supply (power demand 12V at < 1 amp)

Digital TV using MPEG-2 or MPEG-4 encoding at bit rates between 4000kS/s (full HD) and 
125kS/s (in case, like myself, you didn’t know - kS/s = kilosamples per second)

Control of external elements (eg. linear) via 15 way D type connector.
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The PCBs and software were provided by BATC (British Amateur Television Club), but the case 
and mechanical supports for the boards and front/rear panels were provided by Gareth – the 
latter designed and made using his 3D printer. The entire end to end exercise took a period of 
weeks running into months, involving as it did sourcing of components and their assembly on 
the PCBs, design and production of mechanical items (including learning the capabilities of the 
CAD design package), wiring, debugging and testing. 

Item 5 – G4XAT – Variable voltage bench DC power supplies. Following failure of his long 
term DC power supply, Gareth purchased a couple of similar functionality modules on eBay, and
mounted them and output terminals in housings purchased from Banggood.  A minor earth loop 
problem exists but should be simple to resolve. 

Item 6 – G4XAT – Duplex capable 5.8GHz FM ATV transceiver. This item, based on articles 
in Radcom, was made up using bits and pieces acquired over a period of time (commencing in 
1986….) plus modules purchased on eBay and a standard car video monitor. Equipment items 
are housed in louvred cases designed by Gareth’s son and produced on his 3D printer. A 
decision was made on cost effectiveness grounds to use two separate flat plate antennas (gain 
23.6dBi) rather than include coaxial relays that work at 5.8GHz!

Item 7 – G4XAT – Touch screen VNA (Vector Network Analyser). This item is based on a 
design by EU1KY and was built by Gareth from a kit of parts from Funtronics. It covers the 
same sort of ground as the well known MFJ259 analyser but is more up to date and offers more 
functionality due in part to use of a touch screen display. It covers the frequency range 0.5 – 
450MHz.

Item 8 – G3ENG – Baluns. John displayed a set of three baluns, with impedance ratios of 1:1, 
4:1 and 9:1. Careful construction allows them all to achieve SWRs of less than 1.2:1 up to 
30MHz. The 1:1 and 4:1 items maintain a SWR of less than 1.1:1 right up to 71MHz. John also 
displayed the equipment he had used to make the measurements (an MFJ225 analyser) and 
offered the attendees the opportunity to confirm the results for themselves! 

Item 9 – G7VAK – Electronic Enigma machine emulator . Paul has long had an interest in 
cryptography, and on a recent visit to Bletchley Park bought, and subsequently assembled, a kit 
that was on sale there which electronically emulated the function of the Naval Enigma machine 
(three or four wheel version at user choice). This was a nice job and was fitted in a good quality 
wooden box. The designer clearly had an eye for detail as the (touch) keyboard used the 
German QWERTZ key pattern rather than the English QWERTY one! Paul demonstrated its 
operation by entering the letters “SRCC” and the machine played out the encoded letters (in this
case OFYV) in Morse code via an attached CW encoder. When that text string was re-entered, 
SRCC was correctly played back in CW. 

Item 10 – G3WRR – Balanced ATU. Quin had knocked up this item for CW NFD a few years 
ago in a bit of a hurry and as such had put functionality ahead of appearance. It covers 80m, 
40m and (on a good day) 160m. It uses a variant on an old RSGB Handbook design for 
longwires, but with a 1:1 balun on the input side. The tuned circuit uses the coil and capacitor 
out of the PA section of the venerable T1154 transmitter (and had been recovered from Peter 
G3SJX’s dustbin  a couple of decades ago). It does the business, but its performance has never
been quantified!  

Item 11 – G8HDP – Voice operated robot. This was a robot made up from a kit by Meccano 
(but largely using plastic rather than the traditional tinplate) and responded to voice commands 
– sometimes…. Roger had not intended this to be entered in the contest (having brought it 
along for fun) but a number of attendees voted for it anyway so it has been included here!
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Here is a late observation from Ed. I accompany the crowd vote here. I had been looking for 
inspriration for a Christmas (techy) gift for my my grandson, aged 7, and this was the one. 
Surfing, after the meeting, I found an ebay vendor who was re-selling this item since her son 
had received it earlier, as a a present, but proved to be a non-techy/non-stimulated recipient. 
This is not a cheap project, but I acquired it at at about 30% below market and it arrived in good
time  Standing 1.2m tall, it can be a bit intimidating for very small persons, (not for the intended 
7 year old, but maybe for his 2 year old sister). Another robot is now built and alive in the 
environs of Sanderstead. Great fun and educational value, Roger, thanks greatly for the idea.

The attendees were then invited to vote for their first, second and third choices, and the results 
were totted up during the tea break. The results were as follows:             
First place: Enigma machine emulator – Paul G7VAK
Second place: Portsdown ATV transmitter – Gareth G4XAT
Third place: Drake L4B linear – John G8MNY.                                                                            
In addition to a financial reward for the three placed entries, the winner also received the 
Coronation Cup and the runner-up the Basil Wardman Tankard. Well, the latter would have done
if we had been able to find it beforehand!

Second Meeting: Monday 17 December. Pre-Christmas Social Gathering – with 
accompanying Mince-Pies. 

 
CHAIRMAN'S RAMBLINGS

Well, that’s another year “done and dusted”!!!  By the time you read this, turkey, mince pies and 
Christmas pudding will probably all be a distant memory??

New Toy – much time last month was spent getting-to-know a shiny new box now sitting in the 
Ham Shack; well new to me anyway (actually I think I’m the third owner).  It is an Acom 1010 HF
Linear Amplifier.  Part of the reason for spending so much time playing with it is its sheer 
performance – I am used to using “First Generation” Linear Amplifiers that struggle to give any 
reasonable output or gain on 10m.  They are OK on 80m, 40m and 20m, struggle a bit on 15m 
but one can tell they really are running out of steam on 10m.  But this Acom unit being a 
“Second Generation” amplifier wasn’t having any of that; into a dummy load it was giving 600-
700w all the way from 80m through to 10m and the gain was consistent at about 11dB on all 
bands!
Also, the PA tuning is slightly different to most linears; the “Load” control is tuned using 3 LEDs 
with optimum position being when only the centre LED is illuminated.
The other “different” thing about it is the lack of ALC!!  Not that I have a problem with that – I 
have always believed that using ALC is a bit like “locking the stable door after the horse has 
bolted”.  It is far better to control the power output manually on the main rig.  This gives better 
linearity which has three major benefits….
keeps the transmitted bandwidth to a minimum
keeps harmonic and other spurious outputs to a minimum
ensures multi-tones (in a data transmission) are all transmitted at equal amplitude.
Not only can I now run legal limit on all HF bands but when running data modes, I can “throttle 
back” the main rig to protect the P.A. devices.
I suppose I ought to look at getting a 400W amplifier for 70cms next????

Radio Contesting – another quite month for my contesting; in fact, I didn’t enter any contests in
December.
But the results for the 50MHz AFS Contest were published.  I finished 59th of 71 entrants which I
suppose as I only operated for a few hours isn’t too bad????  More disturbing was the fact that I
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had two errors in my log relating to incorrect locators – must definitely do better next year.  John
‘IYS and Quin ‘WRR were also active in the contest so I expect there will be a write-up on the 
contest elsewhere in this newsletter.
That’s all for this month, so it’s bye for now; I hope to see lots of you at the “FT8” talk on 7 th 
January. 73 and 88, Peter G3ZPB.

NEWSLETTER DISTRIBUTION AND MESSAGING THE COMMITTEE

We have operated the SRCCMail (Internal) and SRCCNews (External) lists on a couple of 
occasions and all now seems to be working OK. I should also have pointed out earlier that only 
by using one of  the links shown on the banner can an input or query be routed successfully to a
committee function. An email “Reply” in response to a distribution will not pass in reverse 
through the moderation process.
 
SRCC LEAGUE TABLE – 2019 RULES by Quin G3WRR

The rules for the 2019 League Table have now been agreed by the SRCC Committee and will 
be published on the website in the near future (indeed they may have been added by the time 
you read this). The detailed rules are not repeated in detail here, but in summary there are two 
main changes from the 2018 rules:

widening of the scope of the scheme to allow listeners (and also licensed amateurs who are 
unable or disinclined to transmit) to claim points for hearing amateur stations rather than making
contact with them – although more points will be awarded for making contacts

increasing the incentive for hearing / working other SRCC members by treating SRCC members
as a separate points earning category analogous to the existing DXCC entities and Maidenhead
big squares.  

SRCC LEAGUE TABLE – RESULTS FOR NOVEMBER 2018 by Quin G3WRR

MONTHLY TABLE FOR NOVEMBER 

 ENTRANT
TOTAL 
SCORING 
QSOs

SCORING 
CONTEST 
QSOs

SCORING 
INTRA-SRCC 
QSOs

POINTS THIS
MONTH

G3WRR 68 68 204
G4WGE 69 62 200
G3EUE 51 38 140
G4LZE 67 134
G4FYF 13 2 30
G3ZPB 22 2 26

This month’s leader Quin G3WRR pipped last month’s (Alun G4WGE) at the post by four points 
(2%). Both (as well as Ted G3EUE) took advantage of the activity generated by the CQ WW CW
DX Contest to build up a respectable tally of countries. In addition Alun picked up a number of 
countries on FT8. Most of the activity was on the bands between 160m & 17m with a smaller 
number of QSOs on 15m and three (one TK – Corsica - and two Gs) on 10m. The activity was 
mostly from Europe with a fair number of Asian and North American stations and a few South 
Americans and northern Africans. Nothing at all was reported from Oceania, however what must
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be QSO of the month was made by Alun with RI1ANW in Antarctica using FT8. Last month’s 
mention on the www.solarham.com website of a sunspot configuration that suggested the 
possible start of cycle 25 may have been premature as there has been no follow-up since – ah 
well…..
On the subject of FT8, three entrants (Alun G4WGE, Colin G4LZE and Peter G3ZPB) were 
using it or other data modes. This reflects the current interest in this area of activity and the 
capability to handle weak signals, but with a kind of “Tower of Babel” developing with new 
standards – not always mutually interworkable - appearing regularly. This is definitely a growth 
area for the future – a far cry from my early licensed days when “data communications” meant 
mechanical RTTY with the options being 45.45 vs. 75 Baud rate and 850Hz vs. 170Hz. shift!

2018 CUMULATIVE TABLE  

ENTRANT 5/18 6/18 7/18 8/18 9/18 10/18 11/18 12/18 CUMULATIVE
G4LZE 110 238 218 46 54 134 800
G4WGE 130 165 132 163 200 790
G3WRR 168 42 105 24 57 36 204
G4FYF 70 78 86 70 80 62 30 476
G3EUE 19 53 83 42 84 140 421
G3ZPB 63 36 27 36 24 32 26 244
G8IYS 84 16 100
M0LEP 14 14 20 48
G4FFY 26 26

Colin continues to take top place, but Alun has closed the gap between himself and Colin still 
further, and with just one month to go it will be interesting to see who takes the SRCC Club Cup 
– so watch this space…..  That’s all for now – a happy Christmas and a good New Year.

73, Quin G3WRR 

EXHIBITION STATION GB8KW

This station was active over the weekend 5 and 6 Jan in celebration of the company KW 
Electronics and its late founder Rowley Shears G8KW.  KW Electronics was a British 
manufacturer of amateur radio equipment founded in the mid 1950s, It was based in Dartford, 
Kent, and manufactured a wide range of high frequency band receivers, transmitters and 
accessory equipment. The company was taken over by DECCA and subsequently ceased 
production during the 1970s.

I was delighted to work the station on 160m AM and 80m SSB. Many years ago, at an SRCC 
Junk sale, I acquired a KW2000E transceiver, mains PSU. Q-multiplier and E-Z match.. I have 
had it all running a few times but not very often. Shortly after the Top Band QSO with GB8KW, I 
was called to QSY by Martin G4DKK in Carshalton, who announced that he had a collection of 
several KW2000As. He ventured that my E model and bits could well have been owned 
formerly by Alan Frost G3FTQ SK. who at one time lived around Purley. I must try to follow that 
one up. A further piece of nostalgia is that when I was at school in Birmingham in the very early 
1960s, my school radio society G3NHY operated a KW Vanguard AM transmitter (easily 
recognised by its Geloso VFO) plus an R107 ex-military receiver. The product range was 
remarkably extensive viz:

KW Vanguard Transmitter, KW Valiant transmitter, KW Viceroy Transmitter,
KW Vespa SSB transmitter, KW 76 receiver, KW 77 receiver, KW 103 SWR meter, 
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KW 107 Supermatch ATU (automatic tuning unit), KW 108 Monitor scope, 
KW 109 High power version of KW 107, KW 110 Q Multiplier, KW 160 transmitter (KW 160 was 
also the designation for a 160 meter Aerial Matching Unit), KW 201 receiver, KW 202 receiver, 
KW 204 transmitter, KW 600 linear amplifier[, KW 1000 linear amplifier, 
KW 2000 transceiver, KW Atlanta transceiver, KW PEP METER

A few days after my recent QSOs, Mike M1CCF was kind enough to forward the following 
article, written by Steve G3ZPS, about the special event. 

“GB8KW managed over 250 contacts at the close of play on Sunday. As well as the 5 stations in
the Cray Valley Radio Society club room we had a lot of memorabilia, press cuttings and KW 
display items. Among many who popped in to see us - 3 ex KW employees visited including 
Alan G3UQW who found himself in a old Black and White picture of the Dartford works! Others 
travelled across London from Essex and Bucks. Rowley’s nephew Colin stayed all day Sunday 
and talked about the old man's wartime exploits - Rowley would have been 100 this year. Great 
to see Chris G8GKC on both Sat and Sun.

All the working stations were from Guy and myself and nothing failed or caught fire. My modified
Atlanta (6146 PA) running into my KW1000 worked USA, South America and Israel on 20m 
using the club's beam. AM on 160 and 80 was a big success (KW Victor and Valiant) and the 
KW2000D finally made it on from Bletchley!. Not sure how many from this group we worked in 
the end - but it was quite a few

Thanks have to go to Guy G0UKN for having this mad idea a few years back and then making it
happen every January. Other operators included Lawrie G4FAA, Bob M0MCV and Dave M0IDF.
The club members were fantastic - indulging old men with old radios. We all had a great time.

Phew - time for a lie down Steve G3ZPS”

FUTURE SRCC MEETINGS

07/01/19 FT8 with Alan G0TLK

21/01/19 Fix-it, Move-it-on, Skills and Advice Night, Social Chat

07/02/19 Millimetric Microwaves with Chris G0FDZ

21/02/19 Fix-it, Move-it-on, Skills and Advice Night, Social Chat

04/03/19 Spring Surplus Equipment Sale

18/03/19 Fix-it, Move-it-on, Skills and Advice Night, Social Chat

01/04/19 Annual General Meeting
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15/04/19 Fix-it, Move-it-on, Skills and Advice Night, Social Chat

NETS

Members of SRCC, and sometimes those from other local clubs, can be found on the following 
regular nets:
.
Band – Frequency - Mode Day of week Start Time

160m – 1.905 kHz - LSB Sunday 9.30 am

4m – 70.30 MHz - FM Thursday 8.00 pm

6m – 51.51 MHz - FM Tuesday 8.00 pm

2m – 145.35 MHz - FM Friday 8.00 pm

OTHER LOCAL CLUB MEETINGS 

 
15 Jan

Bromley & District ARS

AGM

Normal Meetings are held on third Tuesdays 7.30 for 8.00pm @ Victory 
Social Club, Kechill Gardens, Hayes, Bromley, Kent.

Contact Andy G4WGZ on 01689 878089 or enquiries(at)bdars.co.uk. 

Website: www.bdars.co.uk 

14 Jan

Coulsdon ATS

Annual Dinner

 Meetings are held at 8pm on 2nd  Monday each month at 
 St. Swithun’s Church Hall,  Grovelands Rd, Purley.

Contact Terry Giles G4CDY via secretary@ catsradio.org

Website: http://www.sthost.co.uk/webspace/cats/start.html

17 Jan 

Sutton & Cheam RS

Practical Fault Finding

Meets 8pm on 3rd Thursday every month.  They also run a practical group
most Monday evenings at the Banstead Scout Hut. 

Contact John Puttock G0BWV on 020 8644 9945 or email 
info(at)scrs.org.uk 

Website: http://www.scrs.org.uk/ 
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17 Jan 

24 Jan 

Horsham Amateur Radio Club 

Social: The White House, Maplehurst. RH13 6LL       

Winter Curry Night: The Haldi, Southwater – Contact G4LRP 

Normally meets on the first Thursday of each month at the Guide Hall, 20
Denne Road, Horsham, West Sussex, RH12 1JF. NRQ TQ172304 at 
20.00hrs local time. Contact Alister Watt G3ZBU at g3zbu(at)hotmail.com

Website: http://www.harc.org.uk/

22 Jan

Dorking & District Radio Society 

The History of the Magnetron with Mike Underhill

Meetings at 7.45pm. Contact: David Browning (M6DJB) at 
djb.abraxas(at)btinternet.com. 

Website: http://www.ddrs.org.uk

01 Feb 

Crystal Palace R&EC

AGM 

All Saints Church,  Beulah Hill (Normally meets monthly on first Friday). 
Contact: Bob G3OOU 01737 552170 

Website: http://www.g3oou.co.uk

17 Jan

Cray Valley Radio Society

Annual Planning Meeting

1st Royal Eltham Scouts HQ, Rear of 61-71 Southend Crescent, Eltham, 
London SE9 2SD

Website: www.cvrs.org

Sign Off

Well over 300 days until Christmas 2019. Enjoy while there is still an opportunity. I am always 
delighted and surprised to get copy for publication. Copy date for the February 2019 issue is 
Saturday 26 January. Please send your contributions to newsletter@g3src.org.uk  
de John Newsletter Editor and Hon Sec.
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